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 Club Corner 
Wed 14th March  AGM 7.30 start. 
March 25th Sun   Passenger hauling starts at Riverside 
April 7th Sat   Easter egg hunt (running in association with Southampton City Council) 
April 14th / 15th Sat / Sun  “Open Weekend” plenty of support please 
April 21st Sat   ‘Milestones’ Exhibition Basingstoke detail to follow 
July 8th  Sun   Twyford Waterworks Model Exhibition (Road  Vehicles) details to follow 

Chairman   Secretary   Editor 
Mr Tony Hoile.   Mrs Mollie Giles.  Mr Paul Clarke. 
Westhouse Cottage,  158 Athelstan Road,  28 Conifer Road, 
Southhill, Droxford,  Bitterne Park,   Coxford, 
Hants.    Hants.    Hants. 
SO32 3PB   SO19 4DJ   SO16 5FX 

 

 
7¼” ground level 1056 ft 

5” & 3½” raised track 1056 ft 
Continuous runs of approximately 2 miles on tarmac paths 

Road Traction Engines will require RTA insurance cover as well as a boiler 
certificates 

NEW Email ADDRESS 
For any other info email (southampton.me@ntlworld.com) Paul Clarke 
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Southampton Society of  

Model Engineers Ltd 

OPEN WEEKEND 

14 th / 
15 

th April 

200
7   We cordially invite you on the above date to enjoy our hospitality 

Complementary food for our guests will be available 

All engines wishing to steam will of course require a boiler certificate  
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At our RIVERSIDE PARK track site 
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Some comments on cylinder lubrication 
Merlin Biddlecombe 

 Regarding Paul Clarke’s newsletter article on cylinder lubrication I have never given this much thought 
other than if the chimney is very wet and oily and ending up on my face and glasses its too much and when you 
wipe your finger inside the chimney and its moist its about right a little bit hit and miss. 
 I am altering the cylinder lubricator on my 3½” ‘Maisie’ one which I have acquired, on running same for 
the first time far too much oil emitting from the chimney and ending up on my face and glasses. The pump is the 
LBSC type and upon investigation found it had a 5/32” diameter ram. I have the drawings and book on ‘Maisie’ 
and the measurements on both are different even for the same size ram. On with the thinking cap pencil and rule 
etc. I have made new works for this pump giving it a 3/32” diameter ram down from 5/32” the ratchet wheel has 
7/16” diameter with 35 teeth driven from the valve gear. And this gives 18 revolutions of the wheels to one 
revolution of the pump approximately 22 ft of travel on the rail. If you take LBSC’s two teeth per/rev It does alter 
when you come back to nearer mid gear, it would be better to find a constant drive another option on the LBSC 
type lubricator would be to make a larger ratchet wheel with more teeth on it which would take the pump longer to 
do one rev. 

I made the new smaller ram pump to fit the existing system not wanting to make major alterations and to 
do a ‘quick fix’. Yes I know there is no such thing. I have yet to run Maisie and try the altered pump so watch this 
space I will let you know the results. Paul ‘Clever Chap’ is working out some calculations on how much oil is 
pumped, required etc so perhaps he could work out the difference between my two pumps.  
 There are a few different oil systems around to choose from and all have good points and down sides but 
as with all bits and pieces on miniatures if made with care all work quite well. 
 
 Paul’s bit’s (not to many of them left!): - Having drawn out the two pumps and measured the effective 
stroke of the two pumps. I can now put the numbers into my spread sheet program and it would seem that the 
volumes pumped are as follows. 
 5/32”per stroke 0.004179 cu/inches 
 3/32” per stroke 0.001504 cu/inches 
I have set up the spread sheet to calculate the volume pumped per thousand feet of track covered. Given the 
wheel diameter and number of teeth on the ratchet (I also have a routine for roller clutches) the following figures 
are produced. 
5/32”per stroke 0.192009 cu/inches per 1000ft 
3/32” per stroke 0.069111 cu/inches per 1000ft 

To carry this on a step I have guestimated the volume of a drop of oil from the sight feed lubricator on my 
locomotive ‘Onward’ by photographing the droplet with a digital camera then measuring it against a known 
component in the same picture, in this case the tip of the oil outlet. This works out at approximately 0.056 
cu/inches. Given that I set the sight feed for about two drops per lap of the track. Merlin’s new setup should be 
about right; the proof as they say is in the steaming so I await news. 
 
 

Club Regalia 
Anyone requiring a sweat shirt or polo shirt 

Please contact Mollie as another order is to be placed in the near future 
 
We now have a fairly comprehensive selection of club regalia for sale to members. 
Cloth badges for sewing onto overalls/driving jackets etc. £4.50 
Sweat shirts. £13 
Polo Shirts. £11 
Stick on stickers for either inside or outside application i.e. sticky on front or back. £2 
Available from Mollie Giles. 
 

Boiler Testing 
Paul Clarke 

 May I bring it to the attention of Steam model owners requiring a boiler test, the paragraphs in the 
Southern Fed ‘Red Book’ 
 Paragraph 3.7 It is the responsibility of the owner to prepare the boiler for testing. For boilers which have 
been steamed the combustion spaces and surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned and all fir tubes brushed 
through. 
 Paragraph 3.8 Boiler inspectors undertake this duty on a voluntary non-commercial basis; all 
examinations and tests are carried out entirely at the discretion of the inspector. Inspectors are not under any 
obligation to test every boiler presented for certification, with particular regard to the principle that boiler inspectors 
certify boilers that they feel competent to test by virtue of their own experience. 
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An insight to the art of Fair Ground Painting 
Ron Blizard 

 
To make the dank days between Christmas and New Year more interesting I attended a course on the art 

of fair ground painting. This was run by Jobey Carter, a member of the Carter Steam Fair family, a character in his 
own right 
 

The venue was the Village Hall, White Waltham near Maidenhead. It lasted five hectic days with seven 
willing students. 
This commenced with the demonstration of various material, brushes, paints etc, their uses and applications. To 
make the whole thing more relevant, a project was started by each student.  We were given a piece of wood in the 
shape of a flying wheel which had been coated in buff coloured paint. Our first task was to draw a circle in its 
centre and then attempt to paint it. Its funny how many shapes round can end up, still, with a little white spirit you 
can have as many attempts as you like, though it still didn’t seem round.  
 

On our second day we were introduced to the art of lining out. This is accomplished with the use of a long 
bristled brush, which is dragged along hopefully in a straight line or a perfect curve. May I add, not as easy as it 
may seem, a great deal practice and patience is required. No wonder I am bald. 
 

Day three was the art of sign writing, another difficult task to accomplish.  Firstly, the letters have to be 
drawn on a sheet of paper, using letters of the font of your choice, as illustrated in a number of books. These have 
to be scaled up to the size required, with the use of ruler and free hand, paying particular attention to shape and 
balance. Once the complete word has been crafted, in my case, my surname, the rear of the paper is them coated 
in chalk and the art work traced onto the work piece. 
 

On the penultimate day sign writing begins in earnest, another difficult task but with patience, a lot can be 
accomplished. I take my hat off to the professionals that do this for a living. Like all artists, great skills and 
patience are required, which take many long hours of practice. 
 

On the final day the project had to be completed and other parts of the fair ground art was demonstrated; 
the drawing and painting of scrolls, fancy lettering, marbling, shadowing and gold leafing. Gold leafing of a 
galloper horse was demonstrated by Jobey’s sister Rosie. 
 

Of course, like all art forms, fair ground painting can only be accomplished with a continuous flow of tea, a 
few laughs and banter. But the end result was well worth the effort. 

 
 
 

                                      
                                 My efforts                                                                        The craft mans results  
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Club Stores 
Bill Richards 

Please be reminded that the club holds a small stock of nuts bolts screws in the common model engineering 
sizes. Also in stock are stainless balls of various sizes. Silver solder ‘easyflow’ no 2 in 1.6 mm sticks is also 
available. Please contact Bill Richards at the track most Sunday mornings from 10:00am. 
 

At The Track 
 

Progress at the track on various projects under taken by the SAGA gang has been pretty impressive. 
 
The signaling has been completely overhaul by re-wiring the entire system with cable supplied by our very 

commendable ‘procurement officer’ (retired). Much sterling work has been carried out by Ralph Stockton in this 
project for which he has worked tirelessly. The signal heads have been converted to LED arrays that even blind 
phew should be able to see from three miles away. Whilst on the subject of Ralph he has also built a charging 
circuit for the rolling stock lift in the container. Which means no more dead batteries, whilst on the job so to speak, 
he has also moved the operating switch to a more sensible level. Ably assisted by Alan, Ralph’s ‘nipper’ the sink 
water heater has gone to make hot water in the sky, and been replaced by an instant water supply heater which 
should save making gallons (or should that be litre’s) of water hot just to wash up. A baby ‘Burco’ has been 
bought for open days etc.  

The track work has been steadily progressed by Don, John and the gang who has been steadily 
inspecting the sleepers on the seven and a quarter track and replacing those that are split or damaged. New 
replacements have been sawn up on Dennis’s saw bench, soaked in creosote before being used Barrie has been 
procuring bench tops from the university for ‘recycling’ for this purpose. Whilst this has been going on the seven 
and a quarter track has been edged, which should make the grass cutting an easier operation. A tree root 
investigation has realigned the upper half of the station straight to take out a roll in the track at this point. 

After much debate the unloading ramp and lift out section has been modified to make it a one man 
/pensioner operation which will mean that it does no longer need lugging in and out of either the hut or the 
container at every track day.  
 On the subject of the extension it has been decided to buy a container and clad it to blend with the rest of 
the buildings as per our planning application. This method has the distinct advantage of it being secure the 
moment it hits the floor and will be available for use almost immediately. Ralph and nipper will work magic with the 
electric string to put power in we already have fold down benches complete with vices from our procurement 
officer’s plundering’s. I will also mean that supplies that we have scattered about the city can be brought in house 
and readily available for use. At the moment negotiations are on going with suppliers as to delivery to the site 
which has caused problems in the past due to the wet ground.  
 Whilst it took some time to get any kind of action on the shrubbery/ trees the council have now made a 
start on controlling the undergrowth for us. As we are now back on the data base of sites to be serviced by 
contractors/ council workers we should see the shrubs trimmed at least twice a year from now on. Do not hold 
your breath.  
 

To steam or not to steam club locos 
By Paul Clarke 

 The thorny subject of club loco’s has been raised again as a keeper of such a beast I can say it has its pluses and 
minuses. From the clubs point of view it keeps the locos in operational condition for members to hopefully use in the future. I 
personally rebuilt the ‘Brit’ with this in mind. It has however meant a lot of work to maintain an ageing loco which has really 
earned its pension. Many engines of its age are stuffed and mounted. As would have been the ‘Brit’ when it failed the boiler 
test a couple of years ago. If I had not had the ever optimistic Merlin Biddlecombe to fall back on, the only other option would 
have been to make a new boiler from scratch and as the ‘Brit’ is of an shall we say ‘early vintage’ a great deal of work would 
have entailed due to its outdated design, fittings screwed directly into the back head etc. Buying a new boiler ready made to 
the original pattern would have been a long and expensive wait and still a load of work for a volunteer to reassemble. The 
other club steam loco the ‘Halton’ tank will require a concerted effort to get up to scratch if it is to be used on a regular basis 
but really has many problems. Had it not been for the work carried out by our late secretary Ron Bently and Mike Herbert it 
would still be a pile of pieces in the hut. Jim Hoile continued to work on the loco to make it more drivable/ reliable. Then after 
being laid up for sometime with broken valve gear components it was taken on by Dick Dore who reworked much of the valve 
gear and got it running again. Last I saw of it the lubricator sight glass had been removed. And to the best of my knowledge it 
is still off? Thus taking it back to being a non runner. Maybe when new facilities are up and running the complete rebuilding off 
this loco could be a project for us to get stuck into. It saddens me to see it pushed into corner like a fading flower when it could 
do so much work for us. Perhaps with the seven and a quarter track largely sorted out, we now need to turn to the five inch 
track and its facilities. As we get older we need to look at the rolling stock storage to see if it can be modified to save us from 
the weekly chore of making up and breaking down of these heavy weights. We have all the components to relay the raised 
track but man power to do it justice. Well I am sure that the members will rally when called to do so. To relay the track to 
standard that the past members would accept will be a major undertaking and will have to be carried out in an ordered fashion 
if we are to achieve a reliable and consistent ride.  
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